PRIMARY NEWS

The Primaries are busily studying “Houses” and had a great excursion visiting their own houses and taking photos of themselves outside their home. The photos are on display in the Primaries classroom. This term the Primary class plans to visit Captain Cooks Cottage, the Zoo (to look at animal houses) and the Fairy Park (to see houses in fairytales).

We have also been talking about Autumn and Mothers Day within the last week and Mums can watch out for a little surprise being eagerly prepared by their primary child in class.

Congratulations to Nhi Nguyen on being student of the week.

“Happy Mothers’ Day” for Sunday to all the special Mums reading this newsletter.

JULIE NETHERWOOD & EVELYN DUNN

SENIORS

Seniors have had a busy start to second term. We have been preparing publications, by writing and editing our own stories, problem solving.

Last week we visited Parliament House, where the debates in Parliament were compared to two football teams. We also were told how expensive it would be to build Parliament House today and that is has gold in the building. The students elected to eat lunch at McDonalds or K.F.C. on Tuesday as a reward for good behaviour, and to give all seniors an opportunity to participate in a socialising activity, we all went down to Sunshine Roller Skating Rink. We skated around for over an hour with another secondary school.

On Wednesday Interschool Sport begins for the Seniors and Exits with football this term so let’s hope we do well.

LYNN WEDDON & TELE KISHTA

PARENTS CLUB NEWS

A walkathon will be held on Friday 21st May. Students will be bringing home more information and the sponsorship form next Monday. Please look out for this.
Reminder to all parents that Thursday 13th May is a curriculum day. Students will not be attending school on the day.

STUDENTS OF THE WEEK

Week Ending: 23rd April 1999

Juniors: Peter Pham for listening and helping the teacher
Primaries: Chantelle Gordon for working hard and being good
Intermediate A: Sofronios for working well at art & animal classification
Intermediate B: Lam Nguyen for completing all his homework
Senior A: Stephen for remembering to return his travel card every time
Senior B: David for completing his first publication
Exits: Sarah for making the student teacher very welcome and being very helpful

Week Ending: 30th April 1999

Juniors: Bianca for always eating her lunch nicely
Primaries: Nhi Nguyen for using a quiet voice
Intermediate B: Minh Tuan for knowing all his words on the orange flashcards
Senior A: Quyen Mai for speaking up & asking for assistance when unsure of her work
Senior B: Tam Phan for being a great helper on our excursion to Parliament House
Exits: Michael Meli for independently cutting school lawns & helping around the house

CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL THE ABOVE STUDENTS

A BIG THANK YOU is extended to:

Carol Pope for the kind donation of books and toys to the school
Doug Gallagher for the donation of word search books
Bernadette Copping for donation of school uniform to school
Ches Formica for donation of disposable gloves for use by staff and students

Lydia Yurcheshen
Hi everyone in Rosamond Land,

We have started Term 2 in a big way over here at the house.

First of all, we have continued with our re-landscaping of our front garden. We have gone for curvy garden beds, as opposed to your regular straight-edged variety. Mr. Candusso has been the main innovator of our new look garden beds, but unfortunately we have a while to go before they are finished.

To help complete the garden beds, we wanted to use bricks as garden edges rather than the ugly concrete ones that were already there, so the exit students and I sent out numerous letters asking for donations.

Fortunately for us, Better Bricks & Paving Pty. Ltd. in Taylors Lakes have donated 200 bricks for our garden. This week we went to pick them up. We would like to take this opportunity to thank better bricks for their huge & generous donation.

V.C.E. Materials & Technology - Food, has once again started this term. So far we have had Phu & Michael cooked us marinated chicken wings and Sarah & Stacey made dips & home style fried chips for lunch. Both meals were delicious and all the students seemed to enjoy the food.

The exits have also been very fortunate in having a student teacher work in with our program. Her name is Romy Taub, and initially she stayed with us for one week, and now she will be with use every Tuesday, until the end of Term. We all appreciate her help and expertise, and in a very short period of time, she has become one of the family.

Last Friday the exits organised a Rosamond School Pie Day. All profits from the pies went towards our end of year trip. We raised $37.60 for our trip and we would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone who supported this fundraiser. We'll send you all a postcard from our holiday!!!

That's all the news for now.

Til the next time.

Regards, Poppie Hatzi

Birthdays for May

Chuong Phan turns 16 on the 11th
Michael Meli turns 18 on the 20th
Ricky Noble turns 15 on the 30th
Many happy returns to all these students and also to Rosemary Green for the 5th and
Lynn Weedon for her birthday on the 15th May.

Astrid Campbell turns 10 on the 17th
June Collins turns 10 on the 25th
Bianca Brierty turns 8 on the 31st
**THIS WEEK'S EXIT NEWS**

WE WOULD LIKE TO TELL EVERYONE THAT WE HAVE A LADY IN OUR CLASS ONE DAY A WEEK. HER NAME IS ROMY. WE THINK SHE IS DOING WELL WITH THE CANTEEN WORKING WITH THE BOYS.

ON THE 22ND OF APRIL WE WENT TO HIGHPOINT TO LOOK AT SOME THINGS, POST SOME LETTERS AND TO BUY OUR LUNCH OR AFTERNOON TEA.

ON THE 23RD OF APRIL ROMY, PHU AND I WENT TO HIGHPOINT TO GET SOME FOOD FOR THE TEACHERES SO THEY CAN HAVE IT AFTER SCHOOL. PHU AND I HAD A GOOD TIME SHOPPING WITH ROMY.

BY SARAH THOMSON

---

**FUN*FRIENDSHIP*TIMEOUT*RESPITE**

Western region disability respite expo

Wednesday 26 May 1999

1 - 8pm

---

**THIS IS A DAY FOR YOU!**

- To obtain information about many different respite options in the west
- To meet the people who provide respite and support services for our community
- To have fun and enjoy the entertainment

**Venue:**
Williak Town Hall
Houston Street
3016

Limited attendant care can be provided upon request; bookings are essential.

For further information contact Janet Keily at Carer Links West on 9396 1077